An Enfield with a horse’s tail,
the crest on the arms of Tony Kelly of Rednal.
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The Enfield, the ancient totem of the O’Kelly family, was based on the
traditional Onchu of Irish folklore (see Nos 24, 27, 34 & 79), here given a
horse’s tail for difference (a personal reference to Tony Kelly’s birthplace at
the White Horse Inn, Highgate, in Birmingham) and with the “foreclaws
supporting a cogwheel gules enfiled by a crown of St Stephen poppy slipped
and leaved proper between each pair of cogs a bezant,” a device which is
associated with Birmingham, where Tony has his business. This lively
example of the species was painted by Fiona Lukes, one of our leading
heraldic artists.
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Dragon Standards of the Saxons, from the Bayeux Tapestry

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
With sadness we record the death of Bridget Donaldson, a keen dracologist.
Saint Patrick has been marked in 2003 (No 30 – an early issue with colour) and in
2008 (No 97) but without much comment. As the Patron Saint of Ireland, it seemed a
good idea to fit him in between St David for Wales and St George for England (St
Andrew for Scotland will have to wait until November). Patrick was born about 385
AD on the west coast of Britain, and at the age of sixteen was carried off to Ireland
by pirates. There he became a herdsman, but escaped to the continent, trained as a
priest at Auxerre and returned to Ireland as a missionary. He established his
bishopric at Armagh and is said to have used the shamrock, which became the
emblem of Ireland, as an aid to teach the truth of the Holy Trinity. Legend says that
he rid the country of snakes and dragons (the same thing?) but this may be due to
misreading a picture of him standing on wriggling grass or waves, since
palaeozoologists assure us that these creatures never reached those shores. He died in
461 AD, and his feast day on 17th March is widely celebrated by Irishmen worldwide.
The picture on the cover shows a detail from the Bayeux Tapestry, the decisive
moment when the Normans beat the Saxons, slaying King Harold. Symbolically, the
dragon standard of the Saxons is shown both held aloft on a spear-head, and trampled
underfoot.

Development of Armorial
Display in 13th and 14th
Century Europe as evidenced
by Armorial Seals.’ The
illustrations, all life-size,
include a few intriguing
Wyverns, of which these
(right) are the best, one little
crest and a pair of spacefillers (not yet supporters) on
the seal of Henry of
Lancaster, d. 1345, Lord of
Monmouth, who succeeded
his brother Thomas as Earl
of Lancaster in 1322. His
arms are England with a
bend Azure which he
inherited from his
grandfather Edmund
‘Crouchback’ (d. 1296), the
brother of Edward I.
The Midland Ancestor March 2013, in an article by John Yates on Civic Heraldry,
has, in the arms of Solihull since 1975, a black Griffin commemorating the Finch
family, sometime lords of the manor of Coleshill, which included Chelmsley Wood,
Kingshurst and Fordbridge, places which were added to the previous County
Borough of Solihull to make the new enlarged Metropolitan Borough, and thus
requiring a new grant of arms.
The Bookplate Society Newsletter Winter 2012/13 has the bookplate of the late Paul
Trevor Presswell with Griffins on shield and crest (and also the armorial bookplate of
our member Drusilla Armitage, which sadly omits her Harpy crest, from her
mother’s Pochin family - see No 51).
The Heraldry Gazette No127 March 2013, although a splendid issue, has little for
our special interests. There are some Unicorns on the Herald’s banners on the
Diamond Jubilee barge, St Margaret with her Dragon that we saw on the cover of No
141, a Welsh Dragon on an embroidered kneeler in Tewkesbury Abbey, a Unicorn
supporting the arms of the County of the Vale of Glamorgan and some Martlets on
arms attributed to John Quincy Adams, the American President.

Vernon Rolla sent this Google page-heading of a Welsh Dragon holding a leek and
breathing flames that turn into daffodils, an imaginative reconstruction of old
emblems.
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APOLOGY: It really is Tom Meek, not Tim (see No 143, p 4); I was misinformed.
Sorry about that. Antti Matikkala was the only one who took the trouble to correct
me.
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BOOK REVIEW

SOME ITALIAN FABULOUS BEASTS

The Union Jack: The Story of the British Flag by Nick Groom (London, 2006)
has as its opening chapter “Here Be Dragons” and gives a full account of all the
early standards and banners and such used by the early peoples of this island,
concentrating mainly on the dragon or draco which was a kind of windsock on the tip
of a lance and was famously used by King Harold’s troops at the Battle of Hastings,
as shown in the Bayeux Tapestry, and as seen on the cover. This device was
apparently first used by the Dacians and was then taken up by the Romans who
brought it to Britain. After the Norman Conquest, its use seems to have faltered and
disappeared. But the next chapter is “Where is St George?” so dragons make a
reappearance, but now as an inferior malevolent creature rather than a revered leader.
With the red cross of St George, the story leads away from dragons into vexillology,
and is an entertaining history of Britain, in particular of the idea of Britain, as
expressed through her flags, culminating in the Union Jack. Many thanks to Guy for
lending us this fascinating book. Another book he lent us also has a Dragon to finish
with, this time the Type 45 Destroyer, HMS Dragon, the latest type of warship
mentioned in Dreadnought to Daring: 100 Years of Comment, Controversy and
Debate in The Naval Review (Edited by Peter Hore, Barnsley 2012). Last one in the
book, the picture shows the ship on trials, when it had a large red dragon painted on
each side of the bows, an unofficial decoration that was removed before the vessel
entered service with the Navy.

Jan Keuzenkamp has sent these four pictures from a new book on the coats-of-arms
of the municipalities in the Italian province of Brescia, by the Italian heraldist Marco
Foppoli.

Esine (a griffin proper)

Idro (an hydra; canting arms)

Losine (a gold griffin)

Orzinuovi
(a dragon as crest, very rare in Italy).

JOURNAL SCAN
Gonfanon Vol 24 No 1, Spring 2013, has two little Griffins, one as the crest of the
late Graham Anderson, who once gave me a sightseeing tour of Victoria B.C. in his
Jaguar sports car, and the other, playing a harp, from the Downton Abbey
programme, along with a Yale playing a saxophone from the same series (all three
below, left to right).

The New Zealand ARMORIST, No 125, Summer 2012-2013 is devoted to the late
Jim McCready and includes the last article he wrote for the Journal, on ‘The
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Foppoli’s distinctive style, here somewhat restrained, has made him one of the most
popular heraldic artists of our time, and we thank Jan for sending these samples of his
work.
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AN ENCHANTING PENDANT

AN EMBROIDERY
Cathie Constant
sent this example
of a Chinese
Dragon
embroidered by a
friend of hers,
Eileen Pabst, who
was inspired to
make it having
seen some copies
of “Dragonlore.”
Perhaps one of
our members
could translate
the writing for us.

This picture of a sterling silver Dragon pendant is from an advertisement for Thomas
Sabo, but gives no hint of its size. If neither too big or too small, it would make a
splendid memorial prize for a dracological competition, but could we afford it?
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